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DISCLAIMER:  Included within this Whitepaper is financial information, approximations, and positions that take into consideration and derive from known 
and unknown variables and risks. Results may vary substantially from expressed views and forward looking language here within. The information shared in 
this document is not an exhaustive list nor is it a full and complete representation. It does not seek or intend to pursue any element or notion of a binding 
agreement. The Whitepaper is written to communicate to potential community members the aspirations of Kitty Inu and to provide additional information 
for those interested in the analysis of this project to make an educated decision. We recommend reviewing this document in its entirety.



To address the Kitty Inu project 
needs of reaching bigger audiences, 
increasing the variety of trading 
platforms, and establishing 
competitive transaction terms for 
holders, the development of a cross-
chain bridge to Binance Smart Chain 
(BSC) has been underway. The cross-
chain bridge will be placed directly 
on Kitty Inu’s web (subdomain) and 
will allow users to swap their tokens 
back and forth between Ethereum 
and BSC. This technical release will 
describe the workflow of the bridge, 
the infrastructure and security 
measures being implemented to 
support the bridge, and detail the 
anticipated impacts on tokenomics 

as well as the procedure for the 
initial Pancakeswap listing for BSC 
kitty. 

INTRODUCTION

The kitty project is a thematic metaverse, a collection of virtual spaces designed for users to play, experience, 
explore, and monetize their content with others who are not in the same physical space, powered by the 
Ethereum blockchain. The motif of the ecosystem is visually represented by a “kawaii” cat character who 
dresses like a Shiba Inu. The choice of mascot was intended to pay homage to the satire featured in ‘meme-
coins’ that rallied communities around blockchain technology, and inspired the most prolific non-fungible-
token collections, which paved the way for blockchain to become an integral component of metaverse 
implementations.

Applications and content in the kitty metaverse are connected by an underlying digital currency, an ERC20 
token called “Kitty Inu”, with the symbol “kitty”. The Kitty Inu token is used throughout the different virtual 
worlds and platforms to facilitate purchases and sales of digital assets and services. 

Unlike other metaverse projects, the kitty project was conceptualized and designed with community 
interoperability in mind. The central principle underlying the development of the ecosystem was the desire 
to connect different communities that have formed around various non-fungible token (NFT) collections and 
‘meme’ cryptocurrencies in a fun and interactive way. 

This document lays out the philosophical underpinnings, economic mechanisms, and future directions of the 
kitty project. 

ABSTRACT
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Terminology
• kitty. : The name of the project. 

• 9VRSE: The metaverse ecosystem. 

• Kitty Inu (Token): The ERC20 token.

• KittyKart: A play-and-earn game within the metaverse ecosystem.

Overview

The year 2021 brought two corners of the cryptocurrency complex into the limelight: “meme coins” 

and non-fungible tokens (NFTs) (Wilson & Howcroft, 2021). Analysis of the origin and progression 

of these two distinct cryptocurrency sectors reveals both a shared catalyst of innovation, humorous 

media (i.e. memes), and a convergence upon a joint end product, the formation of a tokenized 

community. 

Unfortunately, the interactions between members of these communities have been mostly confined 

to web2 platforms such as Discord, Telegram, and Twitter due to the lack of immersive web3 

platforms that offer interoperability with the digital identities members have assumed within their 

respective communities. Hence, the kitty project was conceived with two major objectives:

• Pay homage to satire that fostered the ingenuity of its predecessors, and ensure the light-

hearted humor that played an integral role in both the origins of meme-coins and NFTs is not 

lost-in-migration to the metaverse.

• Offer meme-coin and NFT communities more immersive virtual spaces where they can assume 

their digital identities and interact with one another.  

Additionally, this project aims to:

• Provide a novel model for sustainable digital game economies informed by network economic 

theory and human behavioral psychology. 

• Provide an implementation framework for a character-centric, thematic metaverse ecosystem. 

 

INTRODUCTION
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“Meme Coins”

In 1976, an evolutionary biologist named Richard Dawkins coined the word ‘meme’ in his book 

describing a ‘gene-centered’ view of evolution, The Selfish Gene. Dawkins defined a ‘meme’ as 

an idea, behavior, or style that spreads from person to person within a culture. Years later, the 

rise of the internet and the formation of a culture around it would see the phrase reappropriated 

to describe a piece of media, often humorous, that spreads virally, leaping from IP address to IP 

address via a process described broadly as imitation. 

The prolific nature of the internet meme was apparent by the year 2010, when a Japanese 

kindergarten teacher, Atsuko Sato, posted several images of her Shiba Inu dog, Kabosu, to her 

personal Tumblr blog. One image in particular featured Kabosu sitting on a couch while glaring 

sideways at the camera with raised eyebrows. By the year 2013, the image of the perpetually 

surprised Kabosu had gained both viral fame and the attention of IBM and Adobe software 

engineers, Billy Markus and Jackson Palmer. These engineers would use the image to become the 

face of their ‘joke’ payment system intended to satirize the wild speculation in cryptocurrencies at 

the time, Dogecoin (Chayka, 2013).

Dogecoin is considered to be the first ever ‘meme coin’, and, more specifically, the first ever ‘dog 

coin’. Dogecoin sat primarily idle until the years 2020-2021 when it rose astronomically after fans 

of the coin organized on the social platforms TikTok and Reddit to thrust it into the mainstream 

spotlight (with the help of SpaceX and Tesla founder, Elon Musk). 

Non-Fungible Tokens

Contrary to current practice of using Ethereum, non-fungible tokens (NFTs) first made their debut 

on the Bitcoin blockchain during 2012-2013 with ‘colored coins’ being arguably the first NFTs 

to exist. These coins were made of small denominations of bitcoin and were used to represent 

a multitude of assets including property, coupons, subscriptions, and more. Unfortunately, the 

design of Bitcoin was never meant to enable this type of behavior and with increasingly apparent 

flaws in implementation, colored coins failed to gain traction. However, the colored coin concept 

led many people to realize the massive potential for asset issuing on the blockchain (Portion, 

2021). 

In 2014, Robert Dermody, Adam Krellenstein, and Evan Wagner founded Counterparty, a peer-to-

History
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peer financial platform and distributed open-source Internet protocol built on top of the Bitcoin 

blockchain (Portion, 2021). It was only a matter of time before internet culture would fully take 

advantage of the ability to distribute images via the blockchain, and by 2016, “Rare Pepes”, a series 

of memes featuring a frog character, had launched on Counterparty. “Rare Pepes” would later 

move to the ethereum blockchain when it began to gain prominence in early 2017, and the series 

would serve as the inspiration for John Watkinson and Matt Hall to create what is now one of the 

most popular NFT collections, Cryptopunks, in 2017 (Portion, 2021). 

Rationale

As aforementioned, memes have played a critical role in the inception and evolution of both 

satirical cryptocurrencies and non-fungible tokens. However, as demonstrated by the idle years 

of Dogecoin, a humorous image (or concept) alone is not enough to fuel sustained interest. The 

renewed attention on Dogecoin in 2020-2021 can be attributed to the formation and definition 

of an affinity space. When studying the topology of successful internet memes, Knobel and 

Lankshear (2007) identified affinity spaces as a key attribute correlated to the fecundity of a given 

meme,

“Overall, the playfulness seen in most of these online memes—whether absurdist or aimed at social 

commentary—taps into shared popular culture experiences and practices. This in turn helps to define 

certain affinity spaces (e.g., gamer spaces, photoshopper spaces, manga/anime spaces, left-leaning 

political spaces, “good” community member spaces, spaces created by fans of Asian popular cultures, 

blogger spaces) by semiotic nods and winks to those “in the know” as it were. “Outsiders” to these 

spaces will often have difficulty seeing the humor in or point to many of these memes.”  (Knobel and 

Lankshear, 2007).

Dogecoin’s meteoric rise in the years 2020-2021 was not the result of increased utility of the token 

nor advancements in its technology, but was initiated by fans of the currency banding together on 

different social media platforms and garnering the interest of influential individuals, such as Elon 

Musk, who ultimately desired to be apart of the phenomenon. Dogecoin founder, Billy Markus, 

summed up the success of token in recent years by saying, “it all comes down to the community 

dogecoin fosters”. (Adamczyk, 2021). Community, in this context, being synonymous with Knobel 

and Lankshear’s (2007) definition of an affinity space. 

NFTs also follow Knobel and Lankshear (2007) proposed topology. Most images featured in 

NFT collections fall into the “absurdist” or “aimed at social commentary” categories, with the 

application of the technology in this context itself often being commentary around ownership and 

artist rights. A similar pattern of community derived value is additionally apparent within the NFT 
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setting.  When analyzing the rise of CryptoPunks, Nansen, a blockchain analytics platform, 

highlights the use of CryptoPunks as a social currency as a major factor in their valuation, 

“When purchasing a CryptoPunk, not only are you buying an image but also a membership to one 

the coolest and most OG clubs in the NFT space. Membership in this club is powerful. It conveys 

the message that you were in early, that you recognize the historical significance of the project 

and that you are notable in the NFT space. It also unlocks access to social networks, exclusive 

chats, free claim on other NFT collections (like a Meebit at the time of launch).”

Hence, a conclusion can be drawn that with the astronomical rise of both meme coins and 

NFTs in 2021, the fundamental desire of humans, as social beings, to connect with one 

another and be a part of a community is now more prevalent than ever. Additionally, given 

the circumstances of 2021, a global pandemic that restricted the ability of most to interact 

with one another in the physical world, a rapid migration, exploration, and creation of digital 

and virtual spaces that communities could form within was both expected and necessary. 

Metaverse: An Immersive Digital Space

As aforementioned, meme-coin and NFT communities have been predominantly organized 

on web2 platforms to date at the time of writing. A metaverse presents an opportunity to offer 

a more immersive and connective experience to these groups of individuals. A metaverse 

is defined as a digital space that includes user-created content and social interaction. This 

is a virtual world in the digital realm that allows each user to not only interact with it, but 

also create content that influences that immediate digital environment. Each world in the 

metaverse is interconnected and persistent, just like our own universe.

In order to design a metaverse that aims to connect communities across different tokens 

and imagery, the kitty project sought to define a common interest or need across all groups. 

Looking to origin history, it was determined that a thematic meme-centric metaverse would 

be best positioned to represent the shared interests of both NFT and meme-coin collectors, 

and provide a unifying motif to the ecosystem. 



TOKENOMICS
The Kitty Inu Token
The Kitty Inu token is an ERC20 token under the symbol, kitty (all lowercase). The token contract 

address is: 

0x044727e50ff30db57fad06ff4f5846eab5ea52a2

Distribution 
The Kitty Inu token is an inherently deflationary token due to its fixed max supply, the amount of 

coins that will ever exist in the lifetime of the cryptocurrency, of 1 trillion tokens. The total supply, 

amount of coins in existence right now (minus any coins that have been verifiably burned), is 

743,015,762,020 tokens. There are no team allocations of tokens. All tokens in existence will be 

made available for public sale. At the time of writing, 276,799,375,390 tokens are locked in reserves 

to be used for an initial centralized exchange listing. The 466,216,386,629 circulating tokens were 

made available to the public via the initial decentralized exchange offering that occurred on 

October 24th, 2021. 

Token Utility
The Kitty Inu token is a utility token that serves as the currency of the metaverse. It is used to 

facilitate transactions between individuals within the metaverse platforms. 
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ARCHITECTURE

There are three characteristic attributes that appear all across most metaverse models under 

development today: continuity of digital identity, persona, and environments. To incorporate each 

element into 9VRSE, the project can be broken down into five main development objectives: 

• Play-and-earn gaming

• Avatar NFT series

• AI NFTs 

• Virtual environments and social worlds

• Scripted animated content, music and events

Each objective supports one of the three characteristics and, all together, they comprise 9VRSE.

The environment components (play-and-earn gaming and virtual worlds) of 9VRSE will be interconnected 

and persistent, just like our own universe. They will also feature their own digital economies where users 

can create, buy, and sell goods. Transactions within 9VRSE will be facilitated by the native currency of the 

metaverse, the ERC20 Kitty Inu token. Additionally, the worlds within the metaverse will be interoperable 

allowing users to take virtual items like clothes or cars from one platform to another. 

The avatar series establishes a native digital identity for 9VRSE. These avatars will promote the continuity of 

digital identity across the different worlds. The ultimate goal is to have multiple avatar series represented 

within 9VRSE, however, the native series will be the first incorporated and optimized for use across all 

platforms. 

Adding artificial intelligence (AI) to the avatar series (developing the avatars as virtual beings) and creating 

episodic content around them adds the element of persona to 9VRSE. Rather than users selecting avatars 

solely on the basis of their visual representation, users can also consider their personalities and stories to find 

the avatar that they feel best portrays them in the metaverse. 

This white paper provides a general overview of the goals and mechanics of each development objective of 

the project. As more detailed information on the objectives are released, they will be incorporated into this 

whitepaper.
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PLAY-AND-EARN GAMING

KittyKart
KittyKart is a single and multiplayer first-person-shooter (FPS) racing game filled with digital assets 

that players can earn and use to embellish their go-karts and characters within the game universe. 

Players aim to race, collect, create, and build karts for their avatars that can enhance their experience 

in game play and increase their performance in matches. The game universe features a player-owned 

economy where players can truly own, buy, and sell the resources they earned in the game through 

skilled-gameplay. 

The digital economy incorporated into the game can be more broadly described as following a “play 

and earn” model. KittyKart is the primary issuer of game assets, and KittyKart’s asset issuance is 

determined by a player by demonstrating proof-of-play (see below). The “KittyMart” is the official and 

only marketplace where KittyKart game assets can be sold or bought via the ERC20 Kitty Inu token. 

KittyMart is considered a secondary marketplace as only players who have earned assets through 

game play (or purchased them from others who have earned them) can create listings. There is no 

primary marketplace for KittyKart game assets, all assets intended for KittyKart are created and 

earned through game play only.

Game Economy
KittyKart follows a play-and-earn framework. Under this framework, play is rewarded by digital asset 

ownership of game components. 
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Play-and-Earn Gaming
Most blockchain gaming economic models at the time of writing follow a “Play-to-earn” (P2E) framework. 

P2E refers to the concept of gaming in which a platform provides its players with a “chance” to earn any 

form of in-game assets that can be transferred to the real world as a valuable resource. Characteristics of 

P2E:

• Majority of play to earn games need an initial investment to EARN.

• There are earners and spenders in the game system.

• Earners are able to get real-world currency by earning and selling in-game resources.

• Spenders spend on whatever goods and services earners provide.

The central motivation for playing, as implied by the category, is typically to earn.  

Unlike other blockchain games, KittyKart adopts a “Play-and-earn” (P&E) model. P&E can be thought of 

as a reframe or a variation of P2E. It is a shift from emphasizing that if someone plays a game, they will 

earn and make money (P2E) to if they play a game, they will be given ownership of game assets (P&E) 

that can be converted to real world money. Unlike P2E, which suggests that one plays in order to earn, 

P&E is more suggestive of a collaboration between play and earning. It implies that playing a game for 

enjoyment and earning money are equal actions with regards to the value that is being created while 

playing. 

P&E vs. P2E is not simply about user perspective taking, a game desiring to incorporate a P&E model 

must be designed in a manner that promotes users to value the asset ownership they have acquired 

through game play. For any given user, the enjoyment aspect of playing must be equally as motivating 

to play as the earning aspect. Thus, KittyKart was designed to deliver a real gaming experience (i.e. one 

that is enjoyable) under the economic assumption that if the entire system (the game) was valuable, the 

components of it (the assets) would have value as well. 

The development process of KittyKart mirrored that of a retail game, with intentional focus placed on 

game architecture, story, graphics, and intuitiveness in order to enhance a given user’s experience. 

Additionally, economic theory around social capital was incorporated into game design/features with 

the intention of increasing the value of the overall system (and thereby, the earned game assets). 

Specifically, Reed’s Law (or “group forming theory”) and Metcalfe’s law informed the implementation 

of the most essential component of KittyKart: cross-community interoperability. 
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Metcalfe’s and Reed’s Law
Metcalfe’s Law is a concept used in computer networks to represent the value of a network. It states that 

the value of a one-to-one network grows in proportion to the square of the number of users. A one-to-

one network is one that connects individual users with other individual users to exchange information or 

complete other transactions (email or instant messaging are prominent examples of this). If the number of 

network members equals n, the value of a one-to-one network grows in proportion to  n2. For example, if a 

network has 10 users, its inherent value is 100 (102) (Shapiro, 1999) (Simeonov, 2006). 

Reed’s law is an expansion on Metcalfe’s that addresses the underestimation of value when Metcalfe’s 

law is applied to group-forming-networks. A group-forming-network is one that allows network members 

to form and maintain communicating groups (ex. online communities). Reed’s law has been particularly 

useful in assessing the value of social networks. Under Reed’s law, the  potential permutations of individual 

users forming a group on a network is considered in the assessment of the overall network value. For 

example, to calculate the value of a group-forming-network with n members, all the potential two-person, 

three-person, and so on groups that could form would be added up. The number of potential groups would 

be equal to 2n, meaning the value of the network increases exponentially in proportion to 2n (Reed, 2001).

The Value of Interoperability
To estimate the value provided by a given token, many blockchain experts have found that Metcalfe’s 

law is a good indicator. It has been used to accurately create predictive models of Bitcoin’s valuation 

per the number of unique wallets that use the network (Peterson, 2017). Given its successful application 

to blockchain tokens, it was assumed that Metcalfe’s law could also apply to blockchain gaming. Thus, 

KittyKart was roadmapped and conceived in a manner aimed to increase the number of network users, 

with its core feature being avatar interoperability.

Avatar interoperability refers to the concept in which non-native avatars are able to enter into metaverse 

platforms that they were not initially designed for. Most play-to-earn or play-and-earn games on the 

market at time of writing currently do not enable avatar interoperability.  One well known example of this is 

Axie Infinity, which only allows their native Axie NFTs to enter into their digital landscape. 

KittyKart upholds avatar interoperability as its core value component and, thus, it has been designed in a 

manner to easily facilitate the integration of different avatars from NFT collections and NFT games. The 

rationale behind this feature was that by increasing the number of avatars that were able to enter and 

interact with the game, the number of unique users of the game would increase, as well as the number of 

one-to-one connections that could form between individual users in the multiplayer game mode,  which, 

per Metcalfe’s law, would increase the overall value of the network (the game) and thereby, its components 

(i.e. the digital assets users can earn ownership of). 



Cross-Community Experiences

In addition to avatar interoperability and the focus on one-to-one connections in the skill-based matching 
multiplayer mode, design features of KittyKart have also been informed by Reed’s law. Specifically, the 
game features another multiplayer mode where users can generate an access code to invite specific 
players to a race. This enables users to migrate their existing online communities into the game’s digital 
landscape, form new communities via the connections they make in the skill-based matching multiplayer 
mode, and engage in cross-community experiences where tournaments can be held between various 
groups of individuals. Per Reed’s law, the ability to form racing groups within KittyKart should theoretically 
increase the platform’s overall value and, thereby, instill value in the components of the platform (i.e. the 
digital assets users can earn ownership of).
Game Play

Game Play

To play KittyKart, users first select amongst the three game play options:

• Single Player: A non-earning mode where an individual user can race against characters powered by 
artificial intelligence.  

• Multiplayer Community Mode: A non-earning mode where individual users are prompted to either 
enter in an access code or generate one that they can share with others who they would specifically 
like to race against. 

• Multiplayer Skill-Match Mode: The only earning mode where users are matched with others based 
solely on their calculated skill level. 

After selecting the game mode, users connect their web3 wallet containing the NFTs for their karts and 
avatars, select which ones they would like to play with, and enter the race. 

During the multiplayer skill-match mode, users either accrue or lose skill points. The number of points that 
are added or subtracted from their overall skill ranking is calculated as a function of the track difficulty, the 
skill ranking of their opponents in the race, and their final placement in a race. After every race a proof-
of-play algorithm, that calculates the moving average of skill points across all players and fits them to a 
normal distribution curve where the probabilities to right of the average mirror the rarity of assets a given 
user is eligible to earn, is run to determine both if a user earned an asset during the match and which one 
they have earned. 

Earned assets range from kart skins/stickers (least rare) to engine upgrades/body kits (most rare). In 
order to use these assets, users apply them to their karts in the build mode within the KittyMart. Users can 
optionally sell their earned assets in the KittyMart as well. Game asset NFTs generated by KittyKart can 
only be bought or sold in the KittyMart, and can only be transacted with using the native currency of the 
metaverse, the ERC20 Kitty Inu Token. 
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Acquiring an Avatar 

Users can mint a free basic avatar in the KittyMart to use for game play. Additionally, if they own an avatar 
of a supported interoperable NFT collection or a native avatar of 9VRSE, they can choose to play with 
those. 

Acquiring a Kart

All users must mint a free basic kart to begin playing. Throughout game play, they can earn enhancements 
that can be applied to their kart in the KittyMart build mode. 

Acquiring a Kart

The KittyMart, the KittyKart game marketplace, features a build mode where users can apply the assets 
they have earned to their karts to generate new and unique kart models. Some assets will provide 
advantages in a race, while others will provide visual upgrades. All earned assets are intended to enhance 
a given user’s experience in the game. 

Combating Inflation of Earned Assets

Inflation is a significant problem in most play-to-earn and play-and-earn games available on the market 
at the time of writing. The manner of which earned assets can be used in KittyKart was designed with 
combating inflation in mind. 

By having the users apply assets to their karts to generate a new single kart NFT that represents the 
combination of all the assets applied, this introduces a deflationary mechanism to the individual earned 
game assets. For example, if a user earns a body kit that makes their kart more aerodynamic, they will 
send the body kit NFT and their kart NFT to the builder. In return, the builder will give them a single 
NFT that represents the body kit applied to their kart. The individual body kit NFT is then taken out of 
circulation and unable to be sold individually by the user, as they now only have one asset that represents 
the sum of two.

Additionally, human psychology around decision making and upgrades was used to inform this design 
decision. Bellezza et. al (2015) determined that when consumers are faced with the opportunity to 
purchase a new, enhanced product (e.g., a new phone), even though the device they currently own is 
still fully functional, they act more recklessly with their current products and are less concerned about 
losing or damaging them when in the presence of appealing product upgrades. This adds credence to 
the proposed mechanism of having a kart builder to deflate earned assets: users will be less concerned 
about losing the turbo engine applied to their kart when they have earned an even better engine and are 
presented with the opportunity to apply that to their kart instead. 

Lastly, the amount of game assets available to earn through game play presents the potential for a nearly 
infinite supply of unique karts available for purchase on KittyMart by users who constructed them.  
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An Avatar is an online representation of a user. This digital identity differs from person to person and 
can either be static or animated.  What differentiates metaverse avatars from other online avatars is 
that a metaverse avatar is a user’s identity throughout the entire universe, i.e. it requires flexibility/
interoperability. While traditional avatars have been restricted to a single platform, metaverse avatars 
should have the ability to cross through different experiences throughout the entire metaverse. 

To incorporate digital identity and continuity of identity across 9VRSE platforms, a 10,000 generative 3D 
NFT avatar collection accompanies the project. These avatars embody the ‘kawaii’ and fantasy stylistic 
elements displayed throughout 9VRSE, and they are intended to provide a user a consistent digital 
representation throughout all the virtual worlds within 9VRSE.

ARTIFICIALLY INTELLIGENT (AI) NFTS 
Artificial intelligence presents the opportunity for richer and more meaningful engagements with digital 
content. Most NFT projects at the time of writing are static images or 3D models. By incorporating AI 
into the 9VRSE native avatar collection, these characters can be brought to life and given a persona that 
embodies the individuals they represent in the metaverse. Through the creation of AI infrastructure, users 
will be able to upgrade their NFTs to become more interactive, with personality traits, and preferences. 
Additionally, their value will grow over time as their intelligence evolves, which contributes to the overall 
value of the project by demonstrating its ability to provide immersive experiences for its users. 

VIRTUAL ENVIRONMENTS AND SOCIAL WORLDS 
Online social worlds can be broadly described as any virtual setting, created through digital technologies, 
in which individuals have social interactions in the virtual world with others synchronously, or in real time. 

9VRSE will include social worlds/environments, with some featuring an interplay between virtual reality, 
augmented reality, and mixed reality.

All platforms will enable users to create, interact with one another, and participate in the digital economy.

DIGITAL ECONOMY
Within select environments, users will be able to create content, develop on digital land, build 
marketplaces where they can monetize their goods and services within 9VRSE. Participation in the digital 
economy of these virtual worlds will be made possible through the underlying currency of the metaverse, 
the Kitty Inu token. 

SCRIPTED ANIMATED CONTENT, MUSIC AND EVENTS 
Leveraging creative development and intellectual property assets across the project, the Kitty Inu universe 
can be further brought to life in animated and scripted content spanning multiple interactive and non-
interactive genres such as short social episodic content, serialized fiction, animated series and feature 
films for streaming / broadcast as well as V-Tuber personalities across social channels such as TikTok 
and YouTube. Interactive scripted content, music concerts, and events will take place throughout various 
virtual worlds associated with the project, with exclusive access and opportunities for participation by NFT 
holders.

15
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CONCLUSION
In this whitepaper, the 
philosophical underpinnings, 
central project motivation, 
supporting economic theory, 
and future directions of the kitty 
project were elucidated. This 
whitepaper will be updated as the 
implementation plans are finalized 
for future project aspirations. 
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